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SUMMARY 

In the present paper an attempt has been made to estimate the domain sizes with minimum variance 
with the help offirst phase samples oftwo-phase sampling design. Based on the estimated domain size 
of the overlapping domain from the first phase sample, an estimator of population total has been 
proposed. The relative efficiency ofthe proposed estimator for a given cost ofsurvey has been examined 
with respect to usual Hartley estimator of unknown domain sizes. The perfonnance of the proposed 
estimator is found to be better than usual estimator for most of the parametric combinatioDs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Let NAand NB be the sizes of two overlapping 
frames A and B such that these taken together cover the 
entire population. Let nAand n

B 
denotes the independent 

random samples from frame A and B respectively. In 
this case there are three mutually exclusive domains i.e. 
domain (a) ofsize N , domain (b) ofsize N and domain a b 

(ab) of size Nab' In case domain sizes are known, the 
estimator of the population total, say Y is 

Y=NaYa + Nab (PYab + qYba) + NbYb (1.1) 

where, Ya' Yab are means ofdomains (a) and (ab) based 
on sample from A frame. Similarly, Yb' Yba are the 
sample means based on sample from frame B 
corresponding to domains (b) and (ab) respectively. Here, 
p and q denote weights ( p+q = 1) attached to the sample 
estimates of the domain (ab) obtained from samples of 
the frame A and B respectively. The variance ofthe above 
estimator after ignoring f.p.c. is given by 

V(Y)= N~ [cr~(l-a)+p2cr~a] 
n A 

+ N~ ~~(1-~) +q2cr~~] (1.2)
DB 

22 d 2 d' .were,h cra , O'b an O'ab are omam variances, 

a=Nab/NA and ~=Nab/NB' 

The optimum value ofp i.e. Po is obtained subject 
to the following fixed cost function 

(1.3) 

where C is the total cost, CAand CB are the costs 
of sampling in frame A and B respectively such that 

CA>CB• 

The problems of dual frame surveys in which one 
frame is complete but expensive and the other is 
incomplete but cheaper for sampling has been considered 
by Hartley (1962, 1974), Cochran (1964, 1965). 
Steinberg used this technique in case ofrare elements in 
the population whereas Lund (1968) suggested an 
alternative approach of estimation. The practical 
application ofdual frame surveys has been demonstrated 
by Vogel (1975), Serrurier and Phillips (1976), 
Armstrong (1979) etc. The problem of non response in 
multiple frame surveys using double sampling has been 
considered by Rao (1968). Saxena et al. (1984, 1985, 
1986) considered the theory of multiple frame for two 
stage sampling design as well as multiple character 
studies. Recently, Skinner and Rao (1996) used 
maximum likelihood technique in multiple frame 
surveys. 

In case ofunknown domain sizes the estimator of 
the population total takes the form 
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(1.4) 

where PH and qH are weights such that PH + qH = 1. 
Ya and Yb are sample totals for domains (a) and (b) 
respectively. The variance expression of the above 
estimator is 

(1.5) 

Here, Ya , Yb and Yab are population means of 
respective domains. The optimum value of PH i.e. PHo 
and the cost function (1.3) can be obtained by solving a 
bi-quadratic 

(1.6) 

In the present paper an attempt has been made to 
estimate the domain sizes with minimum variance with 

the help of first phase samples of two phase sampling 
design. Based on the estimated domain size of the 
overlapping domain from the first phase samples ofboth 

the frames i.e. A and B, an estimator ofpopulation total 
has been proposed. The relative efficiency of the 

proposed estimator for a given cost of survey has been 
examined with respect to usual estimator of unknown 
domain sizes. 

2. ESTIMATION OF DOMAIN SIZES 

Let simple random first phase sample from frame 
A i.e. n~ consists of n: units from domain (a) and n~ 

units from overlapping domain (ab). Similarly n~ 

consists of n~ units from domain (b) and n~ units from 
overlapping domain (ab). The second phase simple 
random samples which were drawn from the first phase 
samples of the respective frames are denoted by n

A 
and 

nB• Further, these second phase samples also consists of 

units from different domains as in the case offirst phase 
samples. 

Mathematically 

and 

The estimator ofoverlapping domain based on first 
phase samples ofboth the frames can be obtained as 

1\' 1\' 
N' - nab N d N' - nba Nab --,- A an ba --, B 

n A nB 

respectively. A common weighted estimator of 
overlapping domain size and its variance can be written 
as 

- A A 

(2.1)Nab = P• N'ab + q• N'ba 

and 

- .2 N~ .2 N~
V(Nab)=p -,-a(l-a)+q -,J3(l-J3) (2.2) 

n A nB 

where p. and q. are weights such that p. + q. = 1. The 
optimum value of p. i.e. p: can be obtained by 
minimizing the above variance 

• _ N~ J3(l- J3)/n~ 

Po - N~ a(l- a)/n~ + N~ 13(1- J3)/n~ 
- , 

= (NB- Nab)n A -, -, (2.3)
(NA-Nab)nB +(NB-Nab)n A 

Substituting the optimum value ofp· we arrive at 
a quadratic in Nab of the form 

A A 

+(NAn~ N'ba + NBn~ N'ab) =0 

Thus Nab can be obtained. 

The domain sizes of (a) and (b) can be written as 

~=~-~ ~~ 

where N~ is optimum estimated size of overlapping 
domain. 
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3. THE PROPOSED ESTIMATOR 

The estimator of population total based on two 
phase sampling design, when domain sizes were 

estimated with the help offirst phase sample (say, YHD ) 

can be written as 

Here, w is the weight attached to the estimator of 
mean of the overlapping domain based on sample of 
frame A. Its variance can be written as 

+ [(va - wYab ') + {Yb - (1- w)Yab j] (3.2) 

A simple linear function in case of two phase 
sampling is 

(3.3) 

where, C~ and C~ are per unit cost of sampling in the 

first phase. The expression for the optimum value ofw 

under the above cost function takes a complicated form. 

For simplicity, a realistic assumption viz. the per unit 

cost ratio of the second phase sampling with respect to 

first phase sampling has been treated as same and greater 

than one in both the frames. Mathematically 

C n C n 
~ = ----!!..J!. = 8 (say) (3.4)

C"C"AnA BnB 

Under this assumption the variance expression and 
cost function reduces to 

V(YHD ) = N~ [cr~(1-a)+w2<r.ba+P:2!!.A ",a(l-a)] 
nA

N2 

+---l!. [ cr~ (1- ~) + (1- W)2 cr~b ~ + q:2!!.B '" ~(1-~) ] 
nB 

(3.5) 
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and 

C=!!.[CAn A+CBn B ] respectively 

where 

(3.6) 

!!. = OC~ !!. = OC~ 
A C B C 

A B 

Now the optimum value ofw Le. Wo can be obtained 

with respect to the reduced cost function resulting in a 

bi-quadratic equation of the form 

_ W/cr;b - q:2!!.B (1- ~)Yab {(Ya - Yb)+ (w' - w) Yab } 

- wcr~ - p:2!!.A (1- a)Yab {(Ya - Yb)+ (w' - w) Yab } 

(3.7) 

where w + w' = 1. The optimum sample sizes n
ADo 

and 
nBOo from both the frames A and B respectively are 

(1- a)cr; + aw~cr;b + P;!!.A\j1a(l- a) 
n ADo =NAKDo CA 

where ~ is a constant that can be determined. 

CALet p=, C 
B 

cr crab a
'1'4 cr

crab Yab Ya 
N A d nA 

cll2 =_b <1>3 ==- '" = _ 

R N =- an R =-
N n n

B B 

The ratio of the variances given by the equations 
(1.5) and (3.5) after substitution is 
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where 

W'~( ~~;J -wJ+( ~:;J -w'J 
The ratio K Do /KHo can be obtained with the help 

of the cost function (3.6). So, the above ratio can be 
written as 

1 ~(l-a)~~ + pi..,a+ a(l-a) 't--Pu. '/~~ 
= /!,. ~(I-a)<p~ +aw~ +p:2/!"A",'~(I-~)/«I>~ 

(3.8) 

The above ratio is the relative efficiency of the 

proposed estimator with respect to Hartley's estimator 

ofunknown domain sizes. It can be seen that theoretically 

comparison of these estimators is not possible. Hence, 
in the following section the relative efficiency has been 

compared empirically. 

4. THE RELATIVE EFFICIENCY 

The relative efficiency of the estimator of the 
population total based on two phase sampling approach 
i.e. YHD , when the domain sizes are not known is 
calculated by assigning realistic values to the parameter 
involved in the equation (3.8). The values assigned to 
different parameters are 

a 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50 

~ 0.20, 0.40, 0.60, 0.80 

B = 2.00, 4.00, 6.00, 8.00, 10.0 

P 3.00,9.00, 12.00 

PI 2.00,4.00, 12.00 

P2 2.00,4.00, 12.00 

<PI 0.25, 0.50, 1.00, 2.00, 4.00 

«1>2 0.25, 0.50, 1.00, 2.00, 4.00 

«1>3 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25 

<P4 0.05, 0.10, 0.15,0.20, 0.25 

«I>s 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25 

~ 1.00,3.00, 5.00 

R 
n 

1.00, 0.33, 0.20 

The relative efficiency of the proposed estimator 

for estimation ofthe population total in case ofunknown 

domain sizes were calculated and for some of the 
parametric combinations are presented in Table 1. This 

can be observed that the relative efficiency of the 

proposed estimator is greater than one in most of the 

feasible parametric combinations. It is seen that the 

relative efficiency increases when NA> No i. e. the size 

of frame A is greater than frame B. It is also observed 

that efficiency is higher when coefficient ofvariation of 

domain'a' is larger and that ofoverlapping domain'ab' 

is small. Further, it is seen that if C.V. of domain 'a' is 

small and C.V. of domain 'ab' is large, the efficiency is 

slightly of 10Jer order. One of the limitations in this 

empirical investigation has been that for some of the 

parametric combinations no feasible solutions in either 

of the two bi-quadratics are available in the admissible 

range of weights. Hence, for those few cases it is not 

possible to find out the relative efficiencies. 
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Table 1. Relative efficiency of the proposed two phase sampling estimator with respect to usual 
estimator when domain sizes are unknown 

<1>, = 0.50, <1>2 =0.50, P = 3, 

1 3 5N,/NB 

1 .33 .20 1 .33 .20 1 .33 .2Un)nR I I I	 I I	 I 
<1>, = .05<1>4 I	 <I> 

.05	 .05 1.14 1.36 1.62 1.49 1.49 1.49 1.49 1.49 1.49 
.15 1.14 1.36 1.44 1.36 lAO 1.41 lAO 1.41 1.41 
.25 1.11 1.32 1.42 1.34 1.39 1.39 1.39 1.40 lAO 

.IS	 .05 1.87 2.07 2.20 2.09 2.12 2.12 2.11 2.12 2.12 
.15 1.42 1.74 1.97 1.96 2.04 2.05 2.04 2.05 2.05 
.25 1.43 1.75 1.85 1.93 2.02 2.04 2.02 2.04 2.04 

.25	 .05 1.89 2.13 2.25 2.19 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 
.15 1.44 1.78 2.03 2.05 2.14 2.16 2.14 2.16 2.16 
.25 1.46 1.80 2.00 2.03 2.13 2.14 2.12 2.15 2.15 

<1>3 = .15 

.05	 .05 1.22 1.48 1.58 1.67 1.73 1.74 1.73 1.74 1.74 

.15 1.27 1.52 1.61 1.68 1.73 1.74 1.73 1.74 1.74 

.25 1.26 1.50 1.60 1.68 1.73 1.74 1.73 1.74 1.74 
.15	 .05 - 0.98 1.01 1.03 1.73 1.74 1.73 1.74 1.74 

.15 0.91 1.00 1.02 1.03 1.73 1.74 1.73 1.74 1.74 

.25 - 0.98 1.01 1.03 1.73 1.74 1.73 1.74 1.74 

<1>3= .25 
.05	 .05 1.22 1.50 1.63 1.72 1.73 1.74 1.73 1.74 1.74 

.15 - 1.57 1.68 1.70 1.73 1.74 1.73 1.74 1.74 

.25 - 1.57 1.67 1.69 1.73 1.74 1.73 1.74 1.74 
.15	 .05 0.91 1.06 1.00 1.04 1.73 1.74 1.73 1.74 1.74 

.15 1.08 1.14 1.16 1.14 1.73 1.74 1.73 1.74 1.74 

.25 1.06 1.13 1.16 1.11 1.73 1.74 1.73 1.74 1.74 
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